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DATA PROTECTION ACT
PLEASE NOTE - Details that members have supplied to the group are held a
database for Groups use. If you object to your details being held this way, please
inform the Secretary in writing.
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SELF DRIVE HIRE

SERPENT MOTORS
SMALL CARS … FAMILY CARS … MINI BUSES … VANS
ESTABLISHED FOR OVER 30 YEARS
10% DISCOUNT TO IAM MEMBERS

01246 279920
OLD ROAD, BRAMPTON,
CHESTERFIELD S40 2QZ

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS –
PLEASE attend the forthcoming Sunday &/or Saturday guidance sessions at the
SAINSBURYS CAR PARK as listed in ‘What’s On’.
If this causes any difficulty, please contact Bob Stone on 01246 568894 so that
other arrangements can be made. New joiners are welcome to come along at
anytime during the morning for a free assessment drive, or you can phone Ray to
arrange a drive at any suitable time.
It is a fundamental part of your on-going training that you attend at least one, if
not both of the guidance sessions each month. So please try to attend.
WE THANK THE MANAGEMENT OF SAINSBURY’S SUPERMARKET FOR
ALLOWING US TO USE THEIR CAR PARK FOR OUR GUIDANCE SESSIONS
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CONGRATULATIONS
Many congratulations to Bridget Benson who passed her test
in December 2017,
Her Observer was Roger Bates.
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CHESTERFIELD IAM – A.G.M. THURSDAY 18 JANUARY 2018
Following the A.G.M. on the above date the following members were elected
on to the Committee for 2018:
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Guidance Officer
Social Secretary
Observer Training
Membership Secretary
Associate Liaison Person
Committee Members
without portfolio

Dom Booth
Bob Stone
Jeff Snape
Roger Bates
Sil Kinder
Ray Parker
Maynard Stephens
Paul Daly
Tony Pope
Kathy Beninati

Selwyn Gough has decided to step down from the Presidents’ role, and at the
time of going to press, this position remains vacant.
Bob Stone stated that although he is happy to act as Secretary at the
moment, there is the possibility of a move to the South East later this year,
so consideration should be given to who may be able to take over the role of
Secretary. That person would of course be given all possible assistance in
any changeover. Of course, the same goes for the Editorial position.
Sil Kinder was awarded with Observer of the Year by Roger Bates.
Selwyn Gough awarded Roger Bates with the Presidents’ Rose Bowl for
services to the Group.
Ray Parker will continue as Observer Training Officer, but will be taking a
back seat for a while due to personal circumstances.
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Dom presenting the
Presidents Rose Bowl to
Roger Bates

Sil Kinder receiving the
Observer of the Year
Trophy from Roger Bates.

I am sure Bob and I are not the only ones who
occasionally have to telephone Dom with some
sort of IT crisis or asking for advice, sometimes
IAM related, sometimes not! So I would like to
say a big THANK YOU to Dom for his patience
and helpfulness.
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Progress.............I’m not too sure.
Just before Christmas, the weekend of the 12th to be exact, the country
experienced the coldest spell for many a day, and we had arranged to visit
Glasgow to see our granddaughter.
In hopeful preparation the washer bottle was filled with concentrated screen
wash and we set off. The temperature was -7c and all seemed well until we
joined the M1 and met more traffic and the speed increased. Now let me
explain to our younger members, how it used to be.
If you were lucky enough to have a screen wash facility on your car, it would
have been an optional extra, and comprised of a syringe type plunger which
shop a steam of cleaner, then you would use the wipers, manually, so to
speak. If the washers were frozen, then you did not operate the wipers, as
you knew what would happen – the wipers would smear the screen
rendering vision very obscured.
Now back to the story. Very soon into the 250 mile journey the screen was
desperate to be cleaned.......now the dilemma. On a modern vehicle you
cannot operate the wash facility without the wipers being activated. I
chanced it.....BIG MISTAKE. To cut a long story short, stops were very
frequent and the journey was not only much longer than anticipated, it was
not particularly enjoyable. One trick to lengthen the time between stops was
to deliberately drop in behind an HGV and pick up his salty, wet spray, then
use the wipers....not a recommended practice from the Highway Code, but it
helped a little. One of the problems was that the chill factor “added” to the 7c air temperature froze the spray at the nozzle on the bonnet and built up a
lump of ice...hence no spray.
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On stopping at Scotch Corner for a comfort stop, the ice melted with the
heat from under the bonnet, but froze again as soon as we were moving. The
return journey was all OK as the air temperature was a warm -2c !
Conclusion (It’s a CHILL wind that blows no good!)
Mike Dickerson.

P.S. Observers......If they are not aware, please inform your associates that
Daylight Running Lights show NOTHING at the rear on most cars ..... quite
dangerous in twilight/wet conditions. Thank you. Mike.

MATLOCK IAM UP-COMING SOCIAL EVENTS;
Tuesday 6th February
7.30, Whitworth Centre
Darley Dale DE4 2EQ

Ian McGregor,
Collision Investigation

Tuesday 6th March
7.30 Whitworth Centre

Annual Quiz
Anyone interested in making up a
team please let Bob or myself know.
(01246 568894)

Chesterfield Group are welcome to attend Matlock events.
**********************************************************
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NEW ASSOCIATES
Late last year we were advised by our Regional Service Delivery Team
Manager (Northern), Peter Serhatlic, that the Sheffield Group were having
some difficulty in accommodating all their Associates. Along with a couple of
other Groups we were asked if we could take on some more Associates to
ease a short term capacity problem.
With a slight qualification concerning our own capacity, the Group agreed to
assist the Region and accept Associates from deeper into Sheffield than had
hitherto been the case. In the last few weeks we have had 10 allocations
from HQ which is now putting pressure on our own team of Observers.
So, a plea:
If you want to become an Observer or have been, but are now inactive,
please have a word with Roger Bates our Guidance Officer. We especially
need female Observers as we have seen a trend towards more women
wanting to develop their driving.
Existing Observers:
With the influx we have seen since Christmas we are going to have to
consider extending weekend sessions from 11.30 to 12.30 and also ensure
that runs out are kept to a strict hour in total (briefing, run and review). We
hope you are comfortable with this and would be grateful if you can offer
more time of a Saturday/Sunday morning and perhaps consider mid-month if
you do not already do so.

Bob
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POTHOLES!!
The RAC has recently issued statistics regarding call outs to vehicles with
damage caused by poor road surfaces between October – December
2016/2017. In 2016 the figure was 2,547 times, in 2017, the figure was
2,830 times.
The increase in pothole breakdowns has risen from 0.8% in 2015 to 1.2% in
2017. There was an increase of 11% in pothole related breakdowns in the
last quarter of 2017.
9% of accidents in 2016 in which cyclists were killed or seriously injured were
due to defective road surfaces.
1 in 6 UK roads need to be repaired within 5 years, and £12 BILLION of local
authority funding is needed to bring the road network up to scratch.
Unfortunately 53% of local authorities have cut road maintenance spending.
Acknowledgements:
Source: RAC, RSTA
Extracts from a report in the i newspaper, of 26.1.2018
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Christmas Lunch at The Young Vanish

There was much pulling of crackers, if you’ll excuse the expression
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Forthcoming changes to the MOT Test.
The first MOT test was introduced in 1960, with the three-year rule for new vehicles
introduced in 1967. But it has now emerged MOT tests for new cars are set to change
from May 2018 - and it's bad news for some. While the news will undoubtedly be
welcomed by some motorists, not everybody is happy.
The vehicles are to be put through tougher emissions tests and faults rated in three
defect categories - Dangerous, Major and Minor. Cars with Minor defects will be
allowed to pass and the faults will be recorded, but those that fall into the Dangerous
category will be subject to an automatic fail. Diesel cars will also be facing tougher
rules. Any car that has been fitted with a diesel particulate filter that give out "visible
smoke of any colour" during tests will get a Major fault and also automatically fail.
And any vehicle that has a DPF that looks as if it's been removed or tampered with will
not pass - unless it can be proved it has been done so for filter cleaning.
Neil Barlow, head of MOT policy for the Driver and Vehicles Standards Agency told Auto
Express the new rules will "help motorists do the right thing".
He added: "We're changing the wording on the certificate. We've done a lot of research
with motorists to find out what sort of information helps."
Steering is also to be looked at in the DVSA's new criteria. A steering box leaking oil
would get a Minor fault but if the oil was dripping badly it would be pushed up to Major
and fail. Reverse lights will be checked and brake discs also inspected to see if they are
"significantly or obviously worn". Minor defects refer to those that have no significant
effect on the safety of the vehicle or impact on the environment.
Major defects may see the vehicle being less safe and have an impact on the
environment, putting other road users at risk. Dangerous defects have an immediate
risk to road safety and have an impact on the environment.
The new rules will start from May 20 but an RAC spokesman said they fear the changes
could end up confusing motorists. He said: "Rather than MOT failures simply being
black and white, the new system creates the potential for confusion as testers will have
to make a judgement as to whether faults are Dangerous, Major or Minor. "Motorists
may also struggle to tell the difference."
Information taken from Stoke Sentinel
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FEBRUARY 2018
Sunday 4th

Guidance

Sainsbury’s Car Park,
9.30 a.m.

Tuesday 6th

Matlock IAM Social

Saturday 10th

Guidance

Wednesday 14th

Lunch Group, 1 p.m.

Thursday 15th

Social – A talk by
Hardyal Dhindsa,
Police and Crime
Commissioner for Derbyshire.

Ian McGregor
Collision Investigation
7.30 Whitworth Centre
Darley Dale
Sainsbury’s Car Park,
9.30 a.m.
The Highfield,
Newbold Road,
Chesterfield
S41 7AA
7.30 pm St Thomas’
Centre, Chatsworth
Road

Tuesday 27th

Committee Meeting

Chesterfield Library
Café, 7.30 pm

Future Dates: - March 2018
Sunday 4th
Tuesday 6th
Saturday 10th
Wednesday 14th
Thursday 15th
Tuesday 27th

Guidance
Matlock Social – Annual Quiz
Guidance
Lunch group
Social
Committee Meeting
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